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DEVELOPMENT OF SEISMIC ISOLATION TECHNOLOGY

FOR UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES AND THE APPLICATION

by

shigeki UNJOHl', Junichi HOSHIKUMA:', Kazuhiro NAGAYAnand Takeyasu SUZUKIJ)

ABSTRACT

The seismic isolation for underground structures

is the system in which a tunnel body is covered

by a thin isolation layer00nsistmg of elastic

materials with low shear modulus. The isolation

layer absorbs the strain transmitted from the

surrounding sons during large earthquakes so

that the seismic pe血mance of underground

structures be improved. ne Public Works
Research Institute has developed this new

seismic isolation technology with the Public

Works Research Center and 17　prlVate

00mpanies丘om 1995-1998. Then the seismic

isolation technology lS applied for a practical

constrction at the connection of vertical shaft

and tunnel of co血on utnity ducts firstly in the

world. This paper presents the outline of the

seismic isolation technology and the practical

application.
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1. ImODUCTION

ne Hyogo-ken Nanbu Ebrthquake of January
1995 damagedunderground structures and some

underground structures such asthe00llapse of

the DaikaiStation onthe Robe Rapid Transit

Ranway were heavily damaged. It is essentialto

guarantee　the operadon of commmication,

electricity, gas, water,and other lifelines in

regions Struck by powerful earthquakes. To

achieve this goal,the safety　from strong

earthquakes of ututy tunnels that are typical

underground structures provided to00ncentrate

these lifeline services is required to be

preserved･And whilethe earthquake resistance
of underground structures must be improved,

the public is demanding that the cost of their
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constmction be reduced.

To meet these needs, the Public Works

Research Institute of the Ministry of

Construction, the Public Works Research Center

and 17 pnvate companies have taken part in

JOmt research to develop seismic isolation

technology for underground stnlCtureS aS a new

technology that can improve the earthquake

resistance of underground stmctures over that

provided by conventional tectmologleS at the

same time as it lowers constmction costs 'トH

The seismic isolation structure that was

developed for undergrollnd stmctures is a

structurethat can sharply reduce the effects of

earthquakes by formmg a aexible seismic
isolation layer around the outerperiphery of all

underground structure to insulate the

underground structure from deformation of the

su汀Oundi皿g ground.

This paper describes an outline of seismic
isolation technology for underground structures

and a practical application for the starting

verticalshaft of the Nakagawa UtilityTunnel･

A皿　Outline of　也e test constmction of the

seismic isolation structure as weu asthe丘eld

test to veri& the seismic isolation functions are

presented･
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2. R良D OF SEISMIC ISOLATION

TECHNOLOGY

Fig.1 shows a conceptual diagram of the

seismic isolation structure, Seismic isolation

mechanisms for underground structures are

categorized under the followlng four items.

1)Blocking the transmission of strain during
earthquakes from the surrounding ground to a

tunnel structure

2) smoothing the tunnel strain in the

seismic-isolated structure ( longitudinal

direction)

3) Dispersing the stress resultant coヮcentrated at

the corners of rectangular sectlOn tunnels

(lateral direction)

4)Insulating the vertical shaft body from the

tunnel at the tumel entrance and smoothing the

tunnel strain in the s.eismic isolated section (at

verticalshaft coTmeCtlOn POints)

neperformance required by a seismic isolation
layer capable of providing these mechanisms

was studied　丘om the perspective of its

mechanical properties and construction

properties, then the seismic isolation material

was developed based on也e results of the study.

ne development process included testing to
corroborate the mechanical properties,

durabnity, etc. of the seismic isolation material,

testing to verify its construction properties by

trialmanufacturing a seismic isolation material
Injection system, azld corroborative material

Injection trials in　an　actual　tunnel.And to

develop a seismic isolation Structure

construcdon method for shield turmels, in

addition to a seis血c isolation structure for use

at polntS Where ground　00nditions change

abruptly, a seismic isolation structure for

vertical　shaft　ComeCtions　that are pomts of

abrupt chaJlge inthe structure and a method of

constructing such a seismic isoladon structure
have been proposed. A design me血Od and

construction method for seismic isolation

structures for underground structuresthat has

been established as a result of this joint research

were put山shed in September 1998　as　the

Underground Structure Seismic Isolation Design
Method Manual (Draft) n

The joint research has clearly shownthat the

seismic isolation structure can be effectively

applied in 1) the longitudinal direction at points

of abrupt change.in ground conditions, 2) where

the lateral sect10n Of a rectangular tunnel

chang.es abruptly,.and 3)in the longitudinal

directlOn at COnneCt10nSwith verticalshafts, but
the results of a cost-effect analysis show that the

most promlSmg application of this seismic

isolation structure is at the comections with

verticalshafts of a shield tunnel.

The conventional me山Od of providing seismic

protection at connectionwithverticalshafts of a
shield tunnel has been the application of a

nexible segment･ Aflexible segment is a single

special　segment nng constructed so that it

concentrates and absorbs strain generated in the

surrounding tunnel･ A　flexible segment call

absorb turmel strainthat is locally concentrated

at the location where it is installed, but its

effects are generally limited to a smau range.

But if a verticalshaft is isolated from a segment

by a seismic isolation layer at the same time as

a seismic isolation layer is instauedwithin the
range where　the ground strain is most

concentrated for about 10 m fromthe shaft, it is

possible to provide isolation from botha point
of abrupt change in　the structure and from

concentrated ground strain. h this way,the

tumel stress resultant cam be reduced in a short

seismic isolation section.).

3. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF

DEVELOPED SEISMIC ISOLATION

TECHNOLOGY

3.1 Outline

ne seismic isolation structure forunderground
structures has progressed to the research and

development stage, but be00use it has stiu not

reached the stage wher¢ it is a practical design

and execudon teclmology, an actualstructure

must be designed and a trialexe印tion of血is

design performed/

h 1997, imitialseismic design for Ll earthquake
motion was performed forthe verticalshaft

connection point of the No. 1 Nakagawa Utihty

Tunnel (below referred to as "Nakagawa Utility

TunnelT'), and a nexible segment was chosen

forthe start sideand a凸exible joint forthe

arrival side of也e00nnection poinL The Nagoya



National Highway Construction Office of the

Chubu Regional ConstnlCtion Bureau of the

Ministry of Construction applied the field trial

system, the connection was redesigned to

provide seismic resistance capable of

withstanding L2 earthquakeL motion one rank

higher than the previous design, and to confirm
the applicability of the new system in actual

tunnels and execution costs, this seismic

isolation technology was selected for execution

on the No. 1 Nakagawa Tunnel in 1997. This

was the first attempt to use this seismic isolation

structure anywhere in the world.

3.2 Seismic isolation Design of VEticaI Shaft
Connection

(1) Struchlre Conditions

Fig.2 shows the surface ground structure at the

start side of the vertical shaft and the locational

relationship of the verticalshaftand tunnel･ The

bottom plate of the vertical sha氏is in a diluvial

clay layer, and the SMW wall diaphragm that

surrounds it extends for about 40m down to a

diluvialsandy so山layer. ne earthquake wave

Input bedrook and the bedrock of the

axISymmetric finite element method model for

this design were assumed to be the top of也e

diluvialsandy soil layer Dsユ(V. = 320m/S) at

a depthof 30.9m in the figure. The figurealso

showsthe mechanicalphysical properties during

sught strainofthe surface ground.

The vertical　shafl is a reinforced concrete

structurewithextemalwidthof 14m and depth
of 10.8m and the plane shape shown at the top

of Fig.2. Its wall thickness varies somewhat
according to the depthand it has partition wdls,

but because　the overall shear sti血ess is not

effected by a∝ountlng forthese, it was assumed

to be a box-shaped s加Cture With a constant

wallthickness of 14m for　this study. The

modeling of the vertical shaft by an

axISyn皿etric fimite element method model

includedthe modeling of not only也e vertiml

shaft body, but　also　the wall diaphragm

constructed by SMW as part of the vertiml

shaft.

ne tunnel studied was a shield tunnel with an
exterior diameter of　5,050mm made of

reinforced concrete segments with a thickness of

250mm, it was constructed by the slurry shield
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method (extemal diameter of the shield

machine: 5,190mm) , and its segment ring joints

were connected with long bolts. The tension

stiffness of the shield tunnel was modeled uslng

equivalent tension st血ess calculated from the

spnng of the segments and from the serial

sprlng Of the spnng of也e rlng JOlntS. The

compression stiffness used was the compression

stiffness of the concrete of the segments.

Because the external　diameter of the shield

machine was　5,190mm, the thicbess of the

isolation layer was set at 7cm that equals the

thickness of the tail void.

The verification of safetyduring an earthquake

of the shield tunnel was performed based on

two factors the allowed apemre Of the ring JOlnt

(2m) and the yield stress of the joint bolts

(940N/mm2) during tension deformation, and

based on the auowed compression stress

(24N/mm2)　of the segments during

compression defbmation.

(2) hput Earthquake Motion
The input ea血quake motions f♭r L2 earぬquake

motion were chosen from among standard

waves used for seismic design of highway
bridges･ Waves obtained by performing
amplitude compensation of也e00mponent at

right angles tothe bridge axis of the Kaihoku
Bridge duringthe MiyagiPrefecture Offshore
Earthquake of 1978　were used as Type-1

earthquake motion for- category I ground. Waves

obtained by perfornngamplitude compensation

of也e NS00mponent re00rded at血e Robe

Marine MeteorologiCal　Observation Station

dming　the Hyogo-ken Nazlbu Earthquake of

1995　were used as the Type-2　earthquake

notion･ Fig3(I) shows the Type-1 earthquake

motion and Fig.3(2) shows　the Type-2

earthquake motion. The one-dimensionalseismic
responseanalysis of the surface grotnd was

perfomed bythe substitute structure approach:
consideringthese nput earthquake motions to

be waves observed atthe outcrop offree rock,

reducingtheamplitude by 50%, aJld inputting

the resulting wavesfronthe top of the bedrock

layer Ddt The strain dependency of the ground

used forthe analysis was obtained from a mean

stmin dependency evaluation equation for
typlCal ground 5) l)



ne ground　inertial force applied by the

axISymmetric finite element method model was

calculated by the ground response seismic

coefficient method7) that uses the ground

acceleration at the time when the maximum

value of the total of the shear strain of the

ground from the bed rock to the surface is

generated based on seismic response analysIS･

(3) Design Results

Fig.4 shows the results of a parametric study of

deformation dming tension subject to strict
design conditions that was conducted to

detemine the shear modulus of rigidity of the

seismic isolation layer and the length of the

seismic isolation section. The variables for the

parametric study were shear modulus of rigidity
of山e isolation layer of O･3 and O･5N/mm: and

the length of the seismic isolation section from
the exterior wall of the vertical shaft that were

10, 15,and 20m. The sheanng modulus was set

conside血g silicon seismic isolation material

(SISMO_003 or SISM0-005) that is isolation

layer material　with superior durability and

workabiuty.Analysis results have revealed that
wi也in a seismicauy isolated section length

between lOmand 20m,there is little variation

inthe tension axial force of the tunnel andthat

even if the shearng modulus of the seismic
isolation layer is reduced from O･5N/mmZ to

o.3N/mZ, the tension axial force of the tunnel
declines very little. ne shearmg modulus of the
seismic isolation layer was, therefわre, set at

0.5N/rmZand the seismiCal1y isolated section
leng血was set at lOm丘om the exterior wan of

the SMW.

Fig.5 showsanexaznple of the results of an

analysis of the joint aperture during tension

defbmation caused by Type-1 ea血quake

motion. h addidon to showlng the resultsfor a

seismic isoladon structtue case,the figure

presentsthe results of an analysis of arigid
connection caseand of a case hypothesizing a

且exible segment wi血a Young-s modulus of

0.1N/mml- at a point 1 mfromthe externalwall

of　the vertical shaft. If a seismic isolation

stnlCture is adopted in this way,山e rmg JOmt

aperture win be within the auowed value

(2mm), but in the cases hypothesi2:ing the
adoption Of arigid connection and aflexible
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segment, the aperture exceeded the allowed

value･ The tension stress of the joint bolts was

within the range of the allowed values for all

Cases.

Fig･6 shows the results ofananalysis during

compressive defbmation･ This figure shows that

under both types of ea血quake motion, the

compressive stress of the segment was within

the auowed value (940N/m2) for all cases. It

also reveals that adoptmg the seismic isolation

structure lowers the compressive axial fわrce on

the segment to about ha止that obtained with the

rigid connection method, which is larger than

the reduction t0 2/3 possiblewith aflexible
Segment･

Fig.7 is a schematic diagram of the seismic

isolation stmcture at the start vertical shaft

established by　山e above seismic isolation

design process. ne design calculations modeled
the SMW and the vertiml shaft body as a

verticalshafL ne seismic isolation section that
was analyzed extended for lOm　from the

extemal　Wall of the vertical　shaft, but for

execution reasons　includingthe fact that the

segment length is 1.2m, the seismic isolation

layer was formedinthe tail void for lOrings

丘らm the tunnel entrance. Ths meansthat the

seismic isolation section extended　9.6m from

the externalWall of the SMW and 10. 5mfrom
the externalwall of the verticalshaft body. On

the ground side of the SMW wall,the seismic
isolation layer was 7血血ick血at is血e same as

the tail void, but it was thicker atthe entrance.

A且d to provide the tumel entrance wi血

waterproof propertiesand to insulatethe verti001

shaft body丘om the segment, a natural mbber

nng with a wedge-shaped section,00Vered on

three sides by water-absorbingrubber, andwith
a shea中g modulus of O･6N/mmZ ((unnel

entrance Insulation layer) was installed at the

turnel entrance and integratedwiththe tunnel
entrance concrete.

ne adoption Of a seismic isolation structure as
described above, provides an existing structtlre

with the ability to withstand Type L2

earthquake modon.And　the waterproo丘ng

function of the silicon seismic isolation material

guarantees waterproofing even if an
unpredictable joint aperture occurs.



3.3 Practical Construction

(1) isolation Material
The seismic isolation material used for the trial

execution was silicon seismic isolation material

SISM0-005　With its shearlng mOdulus G

adjusted to 0.5N/mmz or less. Silicon type

seismic isolation material is a mbber elastic

body hardened at normaltemperatures by the

condensation reaction caused by mlXmg and

agltatlng瓜uid A that is a mixture of silicon

polymer + finely powdered silica and ny ash
with nuid B that consists primarily of a
hardener and plastlClty adjustment agent at a

mix ratio by weight of 10:1･ A cross linking
agent is added unifわrmly to fhid A and a

catalysis is added to fluid B. It is, therefore,

possible to control o山y the hardening time

without altermg the hardness of the mbber that

is the seismic isolation material by adjusting the

quantity of the catalyst in fluid B. The seismic
isolation materialisaninorganic materialbased

on silica and is both non-pollu血g and durable.

Fig.8　shows the strain dependency of the

shearlng mOd山us of the seismic isolation

materialobtained by cyclic hollow cylindrical

cyclic shear testing performed at a loading

丘equency of lHz. This test shows　that the

seismic isolation materialhas stable dynamic

physicalproperties regardless of the sheanng
strain. ne material has no constramg pressure
(depth) dependency and it is an elastic material

witha danpmg factor lessthan3%0･

Fluid A is supplied tothe agitator (capacity
l･8m') of the plant ftont a hopper located

abovethe ground,then it lS Pressure fed from

the agitator at a fiJXed rate by a mono-pump.

nuid B is supphed to　thefluid B agitator

(皿PaCity 0.2m3) of the plant丘om a drum,then

it is pressure fed fromthe agitator at a COnStant

rate by a mono-pump. The tip of the injector is

arubber injector used for backfin injection.

After　the two Auids have been mked, a

quarrymg coluzmmixer is passed througha
2-inch steel pipe for a totalof 80 cm and its

pressure loss is utilized to completely mix也e

fluids. Because thismixer is long and it is
difficult to workwith,the injector unit and
mixer are connected by aflexible ･rubber tube.

The specific gravity of the seismic isolation
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material is l･36, and its elongation is loo鞄. As

stated above, the mix proportion was designed

to lower the shearlng mOdulus to less than 0.5

N/mm:. Therefore, when the seismic isolation

material is shipped from the factory, it provides

JIS hardness of 32 degrees. and a shearlng

modulus of 0.44N/mmZ and satisfies the

required physical properties after it has been

blended indoors based on the stlpulated mix

proportion and is cured for one week at a

temperature of 20 Centi-Degree･

(2) Construction

The level difference between the injection pump

andinjection outlet was minimized, care was

taken to obtain　a stable blend offluid A and

fluid B, and the seismic isolation materialplant

was　installed in an　intermediate level of the

vertical shafL Fig.9 is a schematic diagram of

the seismic isolation stz.ucture at the start side of

the vertical shaft. As shown in the figure, the

seismic isolation material was, in prlnCiple,

ln)eCted during excavation from mjeCtion holes

in the segmentsinto the tan void produced as

the shield excavator advancedinthe same way

as immediate backfnling injection is performed･

It was feared山at du血g the seismic isolation

material injection work, seismic isolation

materialmightflow into the blades where it
would get into the chamber. To preventthis

from occumng, aS the shield excavator

advanced, void Blling clay (clay shock) was

injectedintothe void betwee血its steel sheu and

the natural ground 'from an injection outlet

instaued near　the articulation of the shield

excavator to blockthe gap betweenthe tail void

and　the blade. Because･the clay shock was

pressure injected　into small voids on the

excavated naturalground, italso preventedthe

seismic isolation material from leaking into the

naturalground.

At locadons　in　the　fluid A and　fluid B

pressmized feed hoses just before their
respective injection　and mⅨmg locations,

bypasses wereinstalled to cycle the two fluids

throughagitators pnor to injection in order to

prevent separation of　their materials and a

decline intheir viscosity. To form a seismic
isolation layer of uniform thickness around the

segments, it wasvitalto exercise strict control

of the excavation. It was necessary to guarantee



that the seismic isolation work would not

con伽ctwiththe basic prlnCiples of shield work

that require the immediate filling of the tail void

to prevent the collapse of the natural ground and

to keep out ground water and mud. To

guarantee this, before the work began, the

segments were equlpped with叫ection holes at

山ree locations in the tunnel axis direction that

differs for each segment piece, and injection

was begun from the injection hole closest to the

void, topermitthe restartmg of exmVation after
it was stopped because of trouble w仙the work.

That part of the work to form the seismic

isolation structure at the vertical shaft

connection that was most important and had to

be done wi也the greatest care was the work at

the entrance:the first stageinthe execution.

Because a large void is formed behind the

segment at the entrance as shown in Fig.9, it

was　血st stabilized by f血ing it with high

denslty mud･ A丘er exmVation to the thirdring,

clay shock was lqeCted to fu the void behind

the steel shell of the shield ex田vator to prevent

the seismic isolation material from凸owmg lntO

the blades, then the injection of the seismic

isolation material atthe entrance was performed.

(3) Quality Control
To00ntrol the quality of the seismic isolation

material, the hardness of a hardened sample of

the seismic isolation materialmade atthe time it

was shipped fromthe factory andthe hardness

of hardened samples made before, during, and

after injection were measured by the

JIS-K6301-A method. ne　flow rates of　the

seismic isolation　申uid A and　fluid B were

controlled byinstalling Coriolisflow meters,

and the quantities offluid A　and　且uid B

remalnlng intheir respecdve tanks afterthe

nJection work were measured to confirm that

the fLuids were completely injected.

Ⅵ血e　也e mea皿　hardness of　也e seismic

isolation naterialwhen it was shipped from the

factory was 32,the hardness of samples of

seismic isolation material obtained at the tip of
the　injector in皿ediately before, during, and

after lnJeCtion and cured for 1 week ranged

frorn　26　to　33　and　the mean value was　29.

Conver血g this to the shearing mOdulus
2

obtained a result of 0.39N/nm , which is a little

ヽヽ
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lower than the results of the measurementS at

the factory (hardness of 32, shearing modulus

o.45N/mm:). The mean hardness of the seismic
isolation material after 1 month passed, was 31

(G = 0.42N/mmZ), a result thatfully satisfied

the design value of G = 0･5N/帆: or less･

(4) Field Test for EfreetivetleS Verification

To verifythe seismic isolationperformance of
the seismic isolation stmcture fわrmed at the

verticalshaft cormection by this trial execution,

a field experiment was carried out to measure

the shear reaction force in the tunnel axis

direction of the seismic isolation layer.When a
seismically isolated shield tunnel surrounded by

a seismic isolation layer is forcefully deformed

in the tunnel axis direction, shear resistance

proportional to the shear reaction of the

periphery of the tunnel is obtained･ Because this
sheaf reaction fわrce is the shear resistance of the

seismic isolation layer and也e ground around it,

it is possible to evaluate it based on their series

spnng system. If the sheanng modulus of the

seismic isolation layer is more than 2 Orders

smaller than也at of the ground, it is possible to

approximate　山e shear reaction fわrce of the

seismic isolation layer body　也at treats the

ground as arigid body･ Consequently, uslng the
reaction force of the wall of the verticalshaft,

the tunnel was moved

along with the shield

jack, and　the shear

seismic isolation layer

relationship of thr

defomation with　the

j ack.

towards the cutting face

excavator by a hydraulic

spnng constant of the

was estimated from the

tunnel axial　direction

thmst of也e hydraulic

The shear spnng constaLnt Of　the seismic

isolation layer can be ob血ed theoretically by

Eq.2from the relationship betweenthe force

andthe displaoement produced by treatugthe

periphery of the seismic isolation layer as a
constant00ndidon and forcefully deforming the

extemalsurface of the humel in the tunnel axial

direction.

jこ= 2がGJln血/良) ♯ L　　　　(1)

Where:
&: shear spmg constant of血e seismic

isolation layer

G-: shear modulus of也e seismic isolation

layer

エ: length of the seismic isolation layer



凡: 1/2　0f the external diameter of the

seismic isolation layer

R,: I/2　0f the extemal diameter of the

tunnel

Because it was necessary to complete the

Injection of the seismic isolation layer at the

startmg vertical shaft connection to fわrm the

seismic isolation then perform this test before

the backful injection that accompanies normal

shield excavation,山e test was pe血rmed four

days after the finalday of the seismic isolation
material叫ection work.

Fig･10 is a schematic diagram of the seismic

isolation layer reaction force measurement test.

The reaction receiver instaued on the vertical

shaft body wall was a mobile structure that

auowed the removal of the bolts to cause the

temporary segment reaction frame to slide

towards the tunnel. The reaction receiver was

equipped witha pedestal to be used toinstau

eight hydraulic jacks. By removlng its bolts and

installing jacks on　the pedestal, the reaction

receiver be00mes a loading device structurauy

equlPPedwitha movable reaction frame. As
stated above, the periphery of the shield

excavator is血ledwith clay shockand it is

assumed　也at　血e shear resistance of　也e

periphery of the shield excavator is low. It was,

therefore, possible to movethe segment inthe

direction of the cutting facealongwith　the

shield excavator tothe location wherethe shear

reaction fわrce of也e seismic isolation layer and

the jack thrust were in balance, by advaAClng

the hydraulic jacks instaued on　the reaction

receiver and at the same time, adjustmg the

cuttmg face slurry Pressure downwards to

preventthe action of the jacks frozn increasing
this pressure to maintain it at a constant level.

ne lacking pressure wasincreased at steps of
50kN steps per jack for a total of 400kN per

step･ ne jacking presstue was inαeased agam

afler　the tunnel deformation caused by　the

previous increase inthrust had stabniZ:ed. ne
load中g was concluded whenthe tumel had

been defomed lO汀皿tOWardsthe cutting face･

ne unloading was performed in the same way
asthe loading: reducingthe pressure applied by

the jacks by 400kN, waiting for the tunnel

deformation to stabnize, then lowerlng　the
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pressure by another　400kN step･ When the

hydraulic jack pressure was down to zero, the

residual displacement of the tunnel was

measured. The jacks were operated from an

intermediate level in the vertical shaft at a

location where the operator　00uld see the

loading device equlpped with the movable

reaction frame.

The cuttlng face slurry pressure was

automatically regulated so that it remained at a

constant level of 0.15MPa (reaction of 3,200kN

to by the slu汀y pressure)血oughout all

loading　and　unloading steps. But during the

loading steps,the cutting face slurry pressure

temporarily rose to a maximum of 0.17MPa aJld

it took time to lower it to its stable value. But

during unloading, the cutting face slurry

pressure remained stable at almost exactly
O･15MPa, With the result that the puuing phase

of the loading operation did not take as long as

the pushing phase.

The measurements were performed by

momitorlng the pressure and stroke of the 8

hydraulic jacks, the relative axial　direction

displacement of the segment andthe verdcnl

shaft body on the left andright sides of the
vertical　shaft entrance, and the cutting face

slurry pressure in the centralcontrol room,and

by measunng the distance between the verdcnl

shaftand the mg 1 joint of the segment closest

to the cutting face using a light measure system
fixed at the verticd shaft portal. ne data
obtained from these measurenents was

displayed tothe QPeratOr inthe intermediate

level of the vertiml shaftand used to make jack

operatng decisions. It wasalso nonitored and

recorded　in　a measurement vehicle located at

ground level.

(4) Test Resdts
Fig.ll sumarizesthe results of the testin
terms of the relationship of the reladve拡ial

direction displacement of the tumelandthe

verticalshaft body wall atthe entrancewiththe
totalthrust P1 0f the 8 jacksinstalled onthe

reaction frame･ ne hysteresis inthis figure is
categorized as 5 loading states from I to V to

explain也e process of detemlnmg山e shear

spnng constant of也e seismic isolation layer.

While　the behavior varied according to the



loading stage as shown in Fig.ll, the tunnel

stopped at location F with residual displacement

of approximately 1.57mm without being

restored to its orlglnal position even after the

jack pressure was finally reduced to zero at the

end of the unloading steps･

With the residual displacement of the tunnel at

location F represented by　6 cm, the shear

spnng00nstant of the seismic isolation layer by

RL (kN/cm) , the maximum static friction force

of the temporary segment and the pedestal by

P.･Bt･t, and the cuttlng face pressure produced by

the cuttlng face slurry pressure by Pn･4, and

assumlng that the cutting face slurry pressure

can be ignored because in static state, it is

balanced withthe slurry pressure, thefollowlng

equation of equilibrium can be established for

the pout in time where the tunnel has stopped

atthe final stage･

K.=6　+ pd.. : p,,.,.,　　　　　　(2)

It can　be concluded that because the residual

displacement ♂ ≡ 0.157cm, the max血um static

丘iction force is in balancewith(reaction force

P･d Produced by the cutting face slurry pressure

≡ 3,200kN) + (reaction fわrce of the seismic
isolation layer equivalent to the shear

deformation of 0.157rm). Next, if it is

assunedthat the point A in Fig.ll corresponds

to the tine when the temporary segment began

to sude on the top of the pedestal, the maximum

static friction force P.,.,k = 4,570kN,and if these

values are substituted in equation (2), &

(kN/cm) is as shown below.

jこ= 4,570　3,200/0.157 = 8,730　　(3)

nethick dark lineinFig.ll showsthe results
of assummg that P,..,k = 4,750kN and jこ　=

8,730kN/cm to estimate the hysteresis

relationship of the jack thrustwiththe axial
displacement of the tunnel whenthe reaction

force at　the cu出ng face is assumed to be

constant. ne hysteresis　that was estimated

shows a separation from actualbehavior caused

by instabiuty of the cutting face soil pressure at

loading stage Ⅲ 15), but the fact that both

conform closely at loading stage IIand at Vthat

was the丘nal stage of the unloading andan

almostlinear load displacement relationship
was obtained during unloading reveals that a

seismic isolation layer wi血　reliable resilient

behavior was formed around th'e periphery of

1､
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the tunnel and its sprlng COnStant RL　=

8,730kN/cm.

Because the mean ln)eCtion rate of the seismic

isolation material was approximately 120%, the

seismic isolation layer co汀eSpOnding to this

Injection rate is 8cm, and the theoretical value

of the shear sprlng COnStant Of the seismic

isolation layer with a shear modulus G　=

0.5N/mm: is ll,380kN/cmZ based on Eq.(1).

Because the measured shear spnng constant of

the seismic isolation layer is 8,730kN/cm, the

shear modulus of the seismic isolation layer is
I

0･383N/rT-I, Which conforms almost perfectly
with the mean value of O39N/mmZ of the

seismic isolation materialinjected as described
above following 1 week of aglng. ne Shear
spnng00nstant and the shearmg mod山us of the

seismic isolation layer are, therefore, appropnate

values.

Because as described above, elastic behavior

capable of restonng the tunnel to its original

position during unloading m a linear relationship
with the jack thmst was obtained and because

the sheanng mOdulus of the seismic isolation

layer is an appropnate value, it has been

verified that a seismic isolation layerwith the

intended functions was constnlCted.

4. CONCLUDING REMARXS

This paper has su丘marized the design and

execution of a seismic isolation stnlCture fわr

underground structures山at has been made at

the start verdcale shaftconnection of an actual

shield tunnel.

(1) ne trial execution of the seismic isolation
structtue verified the execution properties of the

snicon seismic isolation material　injection

System.

(2) ne mean injection rate of the seismic
isoladon materialis 120%, which is a rate lower

than the injection rate of nomal backfill.

(3) In-situ testing conducted to measure the

reaction fわrce of也e seismic isolation layer

veri丘ed the　functions of the seismic isolation

structure by demonstratmgthat elastic behavior

capable of restoring the tunnel to its original

position during unloading m a linear relationship
with the jackthrust could be obtained and that



the sheanng modulus of the seismic isolation

layer obtained by the test　00nfbrms with

measured values.

(4) The above results have shown that this

seismic isolation structure for underground

structures is a teclmology that canbe applied to

the design and execution of actual underground

structures.
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